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   SEO Intake Worksheet
The purpose of the SEO intake form is to gather enough information to write a professionally
researched SEO proposal. It is important for us to understand your product or service and the finer
details of your target market. Please take your time and care when filling out this form as the more
we know about your needs the better we can fulfill them. If there are any additional details or
materials you think would benefit us in understanding your marketing needs, please include them in
an email or detail them in the additional comments section at the end of the form.
When completed, please email this form to: freeseoreport@swaggerbrand.com
SwaggerBrand
...Confidence to attract the attention you need.
5.   Can the content on your web site be found anywhere else online? This includes sister
web sites, articles, press releases, blogs, or anywhere else index‐able by the search engines?
6.   Would you be willing to add additional content to your web site and/or additional pages of content to your web site if necessary?
7.   In an effort to optimize your primary pages and avoid additional page and content creation, please list at least the top five pages on your web site you would like to see ranking high in the search engines?
8.   Do you currently have Google Analytics or an equivalent traffic analysis program installed
on the web site? If so please provide us exported reports of your traffic statistics, specifically the top keywords generating your primary traffic.
9.   Is your web site currently under construction or undergoing any major updates or changes in regards to page URL’s or content now or in the near future? If so, please explain.
10.   Has the web site ever been sand-boxed by any search engine or received ranking penalties for spamming activities or violating one of the search engine guidelines?
11.   Have you ever had any SEO work done to the web site? If so, it is very important that we
know the previously targeted keywords, what pages they were targeted on, and ideally furnished with your previous SEO reports so we can attempt to build on top of the work you have already had done.
12.   In order of priority, what is your geographic target market? The geographic target market is either city specific, county, state, national, or global. For marketing reasons, we need to understand your primary geographic target market in detail as this is very important. If you wish to target multiple cities, please list all of the cities you want to target in order of priority.
13.   What are the primary products or services your company is looking to market. If your
company is pursuing SEO for another reason please detail that here.
14.   Do you have a list of keywords you want to target? If so, please copy them into the box
below or attach in a separate document.
15.   If your answer to question 14 was no, then please list 20 keyword phrases you think people would type into the search engines to find the primary products or services you want to market.  For seed keyword purposes, please make each keyword phrase three words long.
16.   Keyword research is incredibly important, if there is any further information you can give us to guide our in depth keyword research please detail it below.
17.   To the best of your knowledge, what are the websites of your top 3 competitors online?
18.   What is your monthly budget for SEO?
19.   Any Aditional Comments?
When completed, please email this form to: freeseoreport@swaggerbrand.com
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